Basic Concepts about Extreme Heat

Dekton® parameters especially relevant for this application

- **Maximum temperature:** 300 °C.
- **Thermal linear dilation:** between 5.1 and 6.5 \(10^{-6}\) \(\cdot\) °C\(^{-1}\) (UNE EN ISO 10545-8).
- **Thermal conductivity:** 0.483 W/m.k (EN 12524).
- **Flexural and bending strength:** > 59 N/mm\(^2\) (UNE EN ISO 10545-4).

Phenomena related with extreme heat

Always take into account how the material expands when subjected to abrupt changes in temperature (i.e. metal structure of the fireplace) to avoid tensions because of lack of planning of the space for that expansion.

Forms of heat transfer

- **Heat conduction** (Heat transmitted through direct contact between objects): Avoid direct contact with heat sources (i.e. incandescent firewood) and metal parts exceeding the maximum temperature (i.e. perimeter frame of the glass enclosure of fireplaces).
- **Heat radiation** (Heat transmitted between objects without any contact between them): Avoid this effect when the transmitter exceed the maximum temperature (i.e. inside cladding of a conventional fireplace).
- **Heat convection** (Heat transfer between objects through the movement of a fluid–gas or liquid–): Facilitate the circulation of air in contact with very hot parts of fireplace, to avoid a continuous and progressive heating because of the lack of ventilation (i.e. fireplaces inside covered blind furniture).
- **Direct flame:** Avoid direct contact with flame (i.e. in inside cladding of conventional fireplaces in which exists the risk of projecting the flame against the surface).
Fireplace Tipologies

Classification according to the form in which heat is generated

- **Wood burning fireplaces.** Conventional. Managed temperatures can be very high (more than 500°C). They are very dirty, sparks can escape at any time. Air intake (release of the smoke) must be through the roof.

- **Gas fireplaces.** They function with natural gas, butane or propane. Temperature and flame intensity can be adjusted and controlled. Heat of the flame and the heat achieved by the metal conduction where the gas moves has to be taken into account. They must have a ventilation to the exterior. It is recommended to protect the wall with an insulating panel. Two types: Embedded or separate like a heater.

- **Electric fireplaces.** “Electric heaters” that perform a visual effect of fire, but without flame, no fuel is used. The heat is adjustable and fireplaces do not need any release of smoke. 1000-2000 W maximum.

- **Bioethanol fireplaces.** They work by burning a liquid fuel called Bioethanol. They do not need air intake or smoke extractor. Although managed temperatures are not as high as in wood burning fireplace, their temperature is still very high.

Classification according to the insulation measures incorporated

Conventional fireplaces.

- Possibility of assembling the parts on construction site.

- Usually not insulated thermally (an important part of the heat is transmitted through the walls).

- There is no an industrial manufacturer behind them.

- There is no a data sheet about the model with maximum temperatures.

Prefabricated fireplaces.

- Received at construction site as a whole.

- Usually insulated thermally (so that heat is evacuated through an air grille and/or front glass).

- The manufacturer takes responsibility for the solution.

- Each industrial model includes a technical sheet.
Possibilities of the Use of Dekton® around the Fireplace

Common use

• Exterior cladding in front. Separated from heat by a refractory wall (resistant to fire action).

• Exterior side cladding. Separated from heat by a refractory wall.

• Top furniture. It is usually volumetric, not a horizontal plane.

Specials

Interior cladding. It is not recommended.

The following images show the fireplace types and diverse possibilities in which Dekton® can be installed:

Conventional fireplaces

Prefabricated fireplaces
Aspects to be Considered

Thermal aspects

Risks because of extreme heat.

• In opened conventional fireplaces: high risk of exceeding maximum temperature defined in any point of the surface (direct flame, uncontrollable fire, not refractory interior walls and badly solved window frames).

• In prefabricated fireplaces: low risk of exceeding the maximum temperature defined in any point of the surface, but be careful with related phenomena: metallic enclosure that expands and contracts with each use, lack of ventilation.

Particular features according to different uses:

• Tiling. It is necessary to have a separating wall (refractory material) plus isolation so that adhesives can support certain temperature (consult fabricators of adhesive which ones are the appropriate). Reinforcement using mechanical fixing. Take into account that glued materials have limited movement.

• Top furniture / corbel. When fireplace is placed in the center of the cut out of the countertop, it is necessary to leave an adequate space between the heat emitter and the material because of the possible different expansions, heat must go out the top and exposition of the edge of the cut out to the heat must be avoid.

When fireplace is placed below, leave a space of at least 10 cm between the material and the heat emitter, which in any case must be isolated.

• Heat supply circuit. In gas fireplaces, these circuits can reach very high temperatures, that is why it is necessary to take care of the all insulation through all the circuit.

• Vertical shot of the fireplace. It must be adequately isolated to make shooting function and avoid the transmission of the heat to the material.
Other aspects on which the fireplace can influence

Dimensional aspects.

• Free expansion. Metallic materials (i.e. that can be found in windows of fireplaces) have higher dilatation than Dekton®, so to avoid direct contact, leaving a sufficient space (that will depend on the maximum temperature that can be achieved).

Fabrication of the tiling.

• Interior corners. Corners must be carefully fabricated, without chippings and with a minimum ratio of 10 mm. Avoid pressure of expanded metal. Special attention in corners which can suffer double tensions.

• Mitred edges. Mitred edges must be straight from start to finish, without inside corners and changing cut plane (i.e. of straight mitred edges).

• Joints. If worksurface is long and requires more than one piece, joints will be preferably in the cut out leaving a strip in each piece, instead of the two strips in the same piece. This reduces rounded.

Installation aspects.

• Supports. If the structure which supports the countertop is metallic and heats up very fast and/or reaches high temperatures, undesirable effects can be produced (i.e. Tensions in claddings because of the dilation). That is why it is necessary to take precaution during the collocation, guaranteeing that distances are respected in the installation.

Aspects of use.

• Hot objects. Both the firewood tray and the container of the combustible are potential emitters of extreme heat. It is necessary to take precaution when handling.
Practical Cases

1st Case: Fireplace with metallic structure covered with the material without enough space to dilate

Detected deficiency.
Metallic structure exposed to heat of the fireplace (dimensional and installation aspect).

Critical aspects.
Metallic structure of the fireplace reaches several hundred degrees as they are exposed to the heat, expanding centimeters with regard to their size being under room temperature.

This dilation can be produced in several directions, breaking the covering material when pressing it.

Good practices.
It is convenient to design the walls with straight forms, leaving joints, to facilitate movements in both directions.

Leave adequate space between metallic borders and the material.

The material can be glued to the bricks with an adhesive, because they expand similarly and work jointly.

Use refractory products for that application.
2nd Case: fireplace embedded in a furniture without interior ventilation

Dimensional aspects.
Direct exposure to flame (thermal aspect).

Critical aspects.
Hot stones subjected to heat can reach very high temperatures, therefore their use should be controlled by experts who know how to limit the maximum temperature.

The tray of the burning coals under the top furniture must have a minimum ventilation to avoid extreme heat, superior to the limit fixed.

Good practices.
Avoid contact of hot stones with the surface if the temperature of the particles exceed the maximum.

Place barbecue in the center of the cut out (not having a lot of distance in one side and little in the other).

Take into account that corners next to the fireplace must have bigger radius than the usual ones in countertops, at least 10 mm.

If there is no adequate ventilation of the tray of the burning coals, leave a joint between the countertop and the furniture facing (instead of the mitred edge of the image).
3rd Case: fireplace cladding without taking into account radiant effect

Dimensional aspects.
Incorrect design of the corners (dimensional aspect).

Critical aspects.
Metal elements reach several hundred degrees as they are exposed to the heat, expanding centimeters with regard to their size being under room temperature.

Good practices.
Leave an adequate space with the metallic structure (at least 1 cm), because they have different dilations.

Study with special attention corners and changes of direction of claddings, anticipating all potential movements of the structure of the fireplace and possible support issues it may have.

Make minimum radius of 10 mm when wall cladding have a polygonal geometry.
Appendix I

Type of a Prefabricated Fireplace and Included Thermal Spects

Gas Fireplace

• Dimensions of the structure of the barbecue (important for the cut-outs)
• Pipe diameter (important for ventilation)
• Material in which it is made (important for dilation)
• Heat input/output (important for thermal aspects)

Bioethanol

• Dimensions of the structure of the barbecue.
• Material in which it is made (important for dilation).
• Heat input/output (important for thermal aspects).
Appendix II

Typical Installation of a Prefabricated Fireplace on a Constructed Furniture Covered with Dekton®

1
Before starting the fabrication of the fireplace, it is necessary to choose its placement properly, taking into account some factors that affect the use of it.

Verify that all the material needed is prepared: Tools, materials, adhesive, etc.

Start the installation of the supporting structure of the fireplace.

2
Once the structure of the fireplace is made, proceed with the placement of Dekton®.

Use a specific adhesive for the material in which it is made. It must withstand the heat the fireplace will reach.

3
All aspects mentioned in this document and instructions given by the manufacturer of the fireplace must be considered.
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* To obtain more information about hues with NSF certificate please visit www.nsf.org